Look what’s new on the Frontier Wholesale Operations Website Broadband Services pages! Review below for some exciting new page updates that benefit our CLEC, Reseller and ISP customers ordering Broadband Services.

**New Broadband Services Home Page:**
[https://wholesale.frontier.com/wholesale/broadband-services](https://wholesale.frontier.com/wholesale/broadband-services)

The new Broadband Services home page was designed to provide CLECs, Resellers and ISPs direction to each of the 3 specific Broadband Services pages including Fiber to the Premise (FTTP), InfoSpeed/BTAS, and Wholesale Advantage Broadband.

**New Fiber to the Premise FTTP Page**

Our new FTTP page was designed to provide CLECs and Resellers, in the CTF acquired properties, a single point of reference to find all the information needed to qualify and order FTTP services including:

- Access to the Pre-Order Application (VFO) and Electronic Order Form
- FTTP Online Video Training Course
- Pre-Order and Order Job Aids
- Pre-Order Translation References
- Contacts

**Wholesale Advantage Broadband Page**

The Wholesale Advantage Broadband page was designed to provide CLECs and Resellers with the information they need about ordering Wholesale Broadband services including:
• Wholesale Broadband Ordering Matrix and Order Samples
• Wholesale Broadband Order Validation Job Aids
• Contacts
• LSR Pre-Order and Order Training available from the VFO Online Training Video Library at: https://wholesale.frontier.com/wholesale/systems-and-online-tools/vfo-training/vfo-online-training

ISP InfoSpeed/BTAS Services and BULK DSL (DSL Agency) Page
https://wholesale.frontier.com/wholesale/internet-services-(isp)

The ISP InfoSpeed/BTAS Services and Bulk DSL page was designed to provide ISPs and Resellers information they about InfoSpeed/BTAS services and BULK DSL (DSL Agency) including:

• VFO Training & Job Aids (including online training course)
• Order Samples for InfoSpeed and BTAS
• ISP Business Rules
• General Available Terms and Conditions
• Contacts

If you have questions regarding the information provided in this notice, please email carrier.notifications@ftr.com.
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